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Millennials . . . 
 
Have you ever thought . . . “I just don’t understand Millennials!”?  
 
This white paper is designed to help you understand us . . . and . . . maybe help                   
us better understand ourselves.  
 
There are some millennials who read this who will become defensive or upset             
about what is shared. There will be others who may misunderstand what is really              
being shared. Others will believe we are using too broad of a brush to describe               
our generation.  
 
What we are seeking to point out are some of the flaws in our generation; to help                 
our generation to address these perceptions about our generation. Groups of           
people, seem to get upset when people broad brush a group with negative             
perceptions or prejudices. When whole groups of people, get upset and angry . .              
. well . . . it’s probably a good thing to remember the reasons that a group, any                  
group, ethnic, age, gender or really any group, is often because there are so              
many instances / experiences with people within a group which is why that group              
gets the labels it does. 
 
Groups often fight against being stereotyped rather than embracing this as           
something the groups can learn and grow from. We ask . . . do you know of ANY                  
group of people who embrace “negative” stereotypes? We can be that group to             
embrace whatever our generation has as weaknesses and learn, grown and           
change.  
 
Maybe any group that gets upset about a label . . . should focus on addressing                
people within the group rather than attacking people outside of the group about             
the label. There is some percentage of truth which is true with probably anything              
that is said. It could be 1% to 99% probably. The more defensive or upset we                
get . . . the more truth there probably is.  
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Mindset / How We Think 
 
We struggle with thinking we’re really smart and past         
generations maybe not so much. Hmmm, that’s never        
happened to any past generations has it? Are we worse          
than past generations?  Probably.  Why?  
 

Maybe, it’s in large part, that we have so much technology and have access to so                
much information that we think the more information we have the smarter we             
are? Maybe it’s because our grandparents often didn’t invest as much time with             
their children and our parents thought their parents didn’t give them enough time             
and/or things? Maybe it was our parents had the benefits of all the hard work               
that previous generations had invested and had more time and resources and            
shared that excess time and resources with us? 
 
Maybe our parents didn’t realize that the more you give people . . . the more                
those individuals become entitled in their thinking and the more they expect.            
Maybe it’s that everything seemed to get BIGGER. Government became bigger,           
businesses became bigger, education, media, medical and even big religion . . .             
most everything became bigger and the way BIG seduces the masses is by             
telling the masses what they want to hear.  
 
What do people want to hear? People want to hear how amazing they are . . .                 
even when people aren’t. People want to consume and live in the moment.             
When people have problems, people want to be told that it’s not their fault. It’s               
the fault of someone else and BIG anything seems to be very adapt at using               
technology and media in pumping into our generation that whatever we want to             
hear, telling us that we deserve to have and we deserve to have it right now and                 
we deserve to have it without having to work or wait for it.  
 
It seems . . . maybe . . . that every generation might seem to degenerate further                 
from the past generation in being self-centered, self-absorbed and believe the           
world revolves around us? Hmmm, when we consume more than we produce . .              
. what do we want to do? We want to consume even more and more and more                 
until we self-destruct.  
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When our generation destructs there’s a disorder for everything now and it’s not             
our fault . . . because . . . we have this disorder. Not to worry though because . .                    
. BIG medical has some medicine which will help us, BIG government will give              
out big grants / money to BIG education (the experts) and BIG business will              
support everything else BIG to help our generation in a big way. 
 
NOTE that we said HELP not HEAL. Let’s be truthful . . . nothing BIG seems to                 
wants us to heal, why? There’s a lot more money, jobs, power and dependence              
on others / BIG to be made in helping people than in healing people. The one                
flaw in that way of thinking . . . is that eventually everything will fail and fall and all                   
of society will crash and burn.  
 
What’s the solution? Our generation . . . like every generation needs to take              
personal ownership for the failings within that generation and the faster we all do              
that, the faster we’ll see a turnaround.  
 
An Interesting Exercise . . .  
List 12 people you know who are “outside the box thinkers. 
 
1.   7.  
 

2.   8.  
 

3.   9.  
 

4. 10.  
 

5. 11.  
 

6.  12.  
 
NEXT Step . . . Text or call each of the 12 and share with them . . . “I was asked                      
to identify 12 outside the box thinkers and you were one of them. :-) Quick               
question . . . If someone . . . anyone could help you in any area of your life . . .                      
what would you love help on? 
 
NEXT Step . . . Talk to the person who shared this white paper with you and                 
compare notes with them based on the responses they received and then talk             
about the idea of starting a mastermind group. 
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How We Work 
 
It’s probably fair to say that our parents might not be as committed to their               
employers as their parents were. Likewise, it’s also fair to say that probably their              
employers were not as committed to them as their grandparents employers were            
to them. We’ve probably become even less loyal and we have more options than              
ever in all the history of mankind.  Options are great right? 
 
Well . . . maybe not? We’re involved in all kinds of sports, events, clubs and                
everything else. We’ve been served from when we were born and always busy             
and hate being bored. We don’t tend to stick with things very long and our               
parents, teachers and coaches always told us how amazing we were . . . maybe .                
. . even when we weren’t so good.  
 
If we work within BIG then we’re probably going to continue to be told how               
amazing we are. The challenge is . . . that we hate and rebel the burden that                 
BIG often attaches to what they say is free or what we deserve . . . so we then                   
seek out something small or may even try something out on our own. If we can’t                
find something we like or where we get paid what we “know we’re worth,” then               
we go back to college knowing that if we have more degrees that we’ll be worth                
even more. 
 
We’re 22, 25 or maybe even in our late 20’s or early 30’s and we hit the real                  
world, the marketplace, that nothing BIG can truly control or govern. For maybe             
30 years we’ve been told how good we are, even when we’re not and when               
someone for the first time tells us the truth we get upset and depressed. Not to                
worry . . . we can get some medicine to help fix that or pay someone to listen to                   
us and how it’s not our fault and feel good about ourselves. We can occupy               
ourselves with gaming, 24/7 entertainment, energy drinks . . . to make us feel              
good about ourselves and/or at least distract ourselves so we don’t have to face              
the truth of who we become and how our futures aren’t anything like we thought it                
would be.  
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Q&A 
 

Q1. What is the solution to every challenge / problem? 
Answer: Albert Einstein was    
a pretty smart guy. He saw      
things far before anyone else     
could see them. In essence .      . 
. it seems to mean that we       
create   our   own     problems        www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwtxbmYRr-s 
based on  how  we  think  and        www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xu4S1WGY4Pc 
to solve our problems we need      www.dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/think 
to think in a very different way. 
 
When a whole generation or a whole society thinks a certain way . . . that can be                  
good or it can be bad . . . depending on the thoughts. It seems . . . maybe that                    
each generation continues to become more and more entitled and that doesn’t            
lead to anything good.  
 
While there is nothing wrong with peaceful protests and marches, what does it             
really do? Yes, when a group of people all get together and demand something              
then BIG government will tend to take notice. Yes it gives attention to that              
groups grips and concerns and yes even injustices.  
 
When other groups start to see that pattern playing out where groups who come              
together and demand justice then everyone starts getting on the bandwagon.           
We all need to learn to think differently about where we are at and why we are at                  
where we’re at. If there are people in our age, ethnic, gender and/or social who               
are successful . . . maybe . . . just maybe it’s not that everyone else is picking on                   
us but maybe we’re making poor choices and if we made better choices we              
would see greater success.  
 
Every group in all of history could point out to injustices done against them.              
Henry Ford said “Whether you believe you can do a thing or not, you are right.”                
Let’s all rise above the real or perceived injustices which have been done against              
us and let’s help others to do so as well. Start a company, invent or create                
something new . . . and join others who are innovative thinkers and let’s actually               
change the world in which we live . . . first and foremost . . . but changing the way                    
we think.  
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Q2. What’s the solutions?  
Answer: We better wake up quickly and realize that someone pays for            
everything and leaders who say we can have free education, free medical, free . .               
. we need to realize that they are lying to us or maybe they’re just stupid? We’re                 
going to pay for our choices, that’s not the question. The question is not “if” but                
“when” and “what will it cost in the end?” 
 
Our parent’s generation has dropped the ball big time in the debt that has been               
racked up at a national level, regional level and local level. What’s makes this              
even worse is that it doesn’t seem like very many people are worried about it.               
Maybe if we listen a little more to our parents / grandparents on some things they                
share . . . maybe they would listen to us on this HUGE issue. The longer                
everyone ignores this issue, the worse it will be. Regardless, we need to take              
personal ownership and learn how to enjoy hard work and delayed gratification.            
We need to learn that the world doesn’t revolve around us and we need to stop                
thinking we’re so smart and caring . . . we’re not! 
 
Nothing BIG will probably ever share this with us. Telling a generation who, often              
has not been told the truth, doesn’t know how to see the truth and resists the                
truth, is not going to be good for the bottom line profit and / or for retaining power.                  
The only one who is going to save our generation is us! That’s the hard truth!                
Take Personal Ownership! 
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Q3: How Millennials Connect, build Relationships 
Answer: To anyone over 50 years old . . . when something didn’t work out in a                 
relationship when you were a teenager what did you do? You may have had a               
couple of other options but eventually you probably had figure out how to make a               
relationship work. 
 
For us . . . we aren’t restricted to our local social friends / networks or even our                  
school. We have millions or even billions of options and when we don’t get what               
we want out of one relationship, no problem, we can just move on and quickly               
find another relationship. 
 
Many, if not most of us, have never learned the skills to have a deep relationship                
with one person for a lifetime. Most of us don’t have the disciplines to stick with                
something when it gets hard and we lack consistency and commitment to build             
rock solid lifelong relationships. 
 
I mean . . . if we grew up being the center of attention where the world revolves                  
around us . . . when that significant other doesn’t treat us the way we want them                 
to, we’ll just move on to the next one.  
 
The Solution: We didn’t get where we’re at overnight and we’re not going to              
change overnight. This is going to take a lot of hard work, sacrifice and we need                
to learn to think differently. Get this white paper out to as many people as               
possible. There will be a few people who “get it” right away and will share it with                 
others they know. There will be others who will see some truth in what was               
shared and will think about this further and may change their way of thinking and               
help those around them to do the same. 
 
There will be some who won’t read this and/or if they do will hate most everything                
which is said. They are not the enemy . . . so seek to engage them and seek to                   
try to understand why they think the way they do. Don’t try to change their mind                
through confrontation but ask great questions which maybe they have never           
been asked.  
 
My guess is that everyone realizes there are challenges and it’s going to take all               
of us together to help everyone of us to learn to think differently. 
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Imagine . . . what could happen in your community if you were to take all that you                  
learned in this white paper and apply it throughout all our communities.  
 

Questions . . . 888.230.2300  Outside the US . . . 630.393.9909 
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